Question; What is a Lease?
Answer; A lease is non exclusive rights. these rights are good for one commericial use, and can be used for shows,
performances, albums, mixttapes,and so on. with these rights, you can distribute up to 2,000 units. Pmc Adolescent
Beatz Retains the full rights to the song, and can continue to have it available for further purchase by other people. the
instrumental will be available for lease by anyone. until someone purchases exclusive rights. you must give full
production credit to PMC Adolescent Beats.

Question; What are Exclusive Rights?
Answer; Exclusive Rights are the full rights to the instrumental. With Exclusive Rights you own the beat. you have
unlimited commercial/profitable use for the beat. and have unlimited distribution. Can be used for shows, performances,
albums mixtaes, and so on, After Exclusive Rights are sold, the beat will be labeled as *SOLD* and will no longer be
available for further purchase or download. if you would like the beat taken down after purchase simply say so. you must
give full production credit to PMC ADOLESCENT BEATZ.

Question; why should i buy rights to a song?
Answer; Every talented artist needs to be backed by a quality. professional instrumental. to be a serious artist, like the
ones you hear on the radio signed to big record labels, you must purchase rights to an instrumental. this purchase is the
first step to sucesss, because with rights you can record a hit sell for profit and not have to worry about BMI or ASCAP
coming for you while you climb your way to the top.

Question; How does payment and delivery work?
Answer; PMC Adolescent Beatz accepts all major credit cards and works through paypal. you do not need a paypal
account to purchase rights. After 1 - 48 hours after your payment has been sent an approved and i discover your
payment you will receive your order via email *This is a safe and confidential transaction as secured by paypal*

Question; What are tracked out .wav files?
Answer; Every component of the beat is in an individual .wav file. this is for mixing and re-arranging. these tracked out
.wav files are high quality, track by track, and will be sent upon purchase in a zipped file if requested* You need to know
how to unzip files to open it. Please allow up to 24 hours for the file to be sent. Also, Not all songs have track outs. songs
labeled* No track outs* do not have .wavfiles.

Question; I bought a lease and now i see someone has purchased exclusive rights
to it. the song is marked as SOLD. may i still use my lease?
Answer; Yes as long as you stay within the leasing terms you may continue to use your lease after exclusives rights have
been sold.

Question; i have recorded a song to your beat.
Answer; Please send the completed version to pmc1418@gmail.com I will help you promote the song. and besides that,
I love hearing what people have done to My Beatz!

Question; I have purchased rights, do i have to tell you if im using the song in my
album or mixtape?
Answer; You are not legally obligated to tell me. but i'd love to know if a Adolescent Beat is featured on your next project,
and we will help you promote it, so let me know!

Question; Who's in charge of clearing samples?
Answer. PMC ADOLESCENTBEATZ Takes no responsibility for clearing samples it is the job of the customer to do so.

Question; Do You Take Request On Custom Samples?
Answer; Yes i do the prices change from 100-200$ all depending on how much work and effort is put into the actual beat
that i am making. We can negotiate prices better by contacting me through email pmc1418@gmail.com and or skype
pmc1416

Question; Free Downloads?
Answer; Free downloads with the tags are just for auditioning purposes you can record over it and see how you sound
pretty much like a test drive. If you sound good on it or think its right contact me for leasing or exclusive purchases.

Question; Tracks that you let people download free with your verse on it?
Answer; Every once in a while i will record my own vocals over one of my beats and put it out for recording with a free
spot on it. This is all for promotional use only. Although you may show me your copy this is pretty much for anything to
get on with me feel free to do so. I might do contest or so for best verses. Email the track to pmc1418@gmail.com

Question; How can we contact you?
Answer; in multiple forms i network on all the major sites
Email; pmc1418@gmail.com
Twitter; https://twitter.com/PMCTheProducer
Facebook; www.facebook.com/pmcmusic
Youtube; www.youtube.com/pmc1416
Skype; pmc1416
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